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Big Ben says it’s 2017 so a great big happy 

New Year from everyone at What – with 

my Back? 

 

You probably thought all the celebrations were over, many of you will be back 

at work, but just when the thought of 12 months toil ahead of you is already 

beginning to get you down, we have the perfect solution – Edition 6 of What – 

with my Back? Bigger than ever before, packed with news and information 

about Hockley TTC, it’s the perfect remedy for those New Year blues. 

This issue features a generous portion of team news, a soupcon of social news 

and a liberal sprinkling of jokes and stories throughout. In other words we are 

making a real meal of it! 

 



The Season So Far 

A team 

The first ever season for a Hockley team in the Premier Division and the 

Emperor’s boys are definitely holding their own sitting in 11th place out of 14. 

Tim’s consistency is giving the team a base to build on while Liam, Matt (little) 

and Matt (big) adapt to their new surroundings. Craig is finding it hard going 

after playing in Division 3 last season and, in retrospect, the jump of three 

divisions may have been too much. In any event the team as a whole looks 

likely to stay up which will be a big boost for all concerned. 

B team 

Unfortunately it looks like another hard season as we sit one but bottom of the 

table, the problem that we face being how to provide sufficient support to 

David Colwill who has been our outstanding player so far. Whilst Dave sits on 

an average of 85% at the moment, it is a long way down to our next two, 

Dennis and Alan, who both have 33%. If we can solve that problem we should 

be ok but otherwise it could be a nervous second half of the season. 

C team 

Stuart’s team are sitting handily in third place in Division 2, 12 and 14 points 

respectively behind the two teams above them and look to have the potential 

to go even higher. Martin Scarfe is having a particularly good season with an 

85% average whilst Stuart and Josh both sit in the 70’s. It seems unlikely that 

any team will overhaul the youngsters of Hullbridge which leaves Canvey as 

the target if the C team are to gain promotion. 

 

Joke Break 

Q: Why did Cinderella get kicked off the football team? 

A: Because she kept running away from the ball. 

 



Page Three Stunner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and one for 

the girls! 

One for the 

boys..... 



D team 

No doubt about our star performers this season as the D team have taken 

Division 3 by storm, sitting top of the table by 16 points and have become the 

first team in ALL the divisions to pass 100 points. The only team to have beaten 

them this season is their second placed rivals, Stanford Le Hope, who 

themselves remain unbeaten. The squad boasts two players unbeaten so far, 

David Chenery and Alex Barnetson, two in the 90’s, Dan Patynski and David 

Cross, then Jason Stringer on 83% and Jim Nariel on 66%. Not hard to see then 

why they are doing so well. Promotion seems a certainty, the title – a very real 

possibility! 

E team 

Pleased to say that a revamped E team are doing a lot better than last season 

sitting comfortably in mid table, joint 7th out of 14. Much like last season no 

one player has stood out from the rest, instead player averages range from 

33% to 56% meaning they are always a difficult team to beat but, equally, they 

find it similarly hard to win. A word of praise for the captain Andrew for no 

other reason than he’s my son! 

F team 

Captain Claire has used no less than nine players so far this season but this is 

how it should be as she rotates the squad. In the division they sit two off the 

bottom and don’t appear in real danger of sinking any lower and, in the 

meantime, it’s all about giving the youngsters a go with Claire, Graham and 

Keith Denyer providing the older heads. Two of the youngsters appear to be 

coming out of the shadows – Harry Sawford is their top player with 40% whilst 

Josh Jones, although only on 22%, has pulled off one or two great victories in 

recent weeks (including one against John Golding) and is beginning to look a 

good prospect for the future. 

 

 

 



Basildon League 

Our A team line up, augmented by new signing Harry Small, are also making 

their debut in the Premier Division. Similar to the Southend league they are 

finding it tough but still managing to hold their own. They sit 8th out of 10 but 

look to be strong enough not to get dragged into a relegation battle. 

 

Joke Break 

According to a new survey, women say they feel more comfortable undressing 

in front of men than they do undressing in front of other women. They say 

that women are too judgmental, where, of course, men are just grateful. 

- Robert De Niro 

 

Around the Club 

Our membership now stands at a total of 76, made up of 33 playing members 

(League), 24 Juniors (playing and non-playing), 12 U3A’s and 9 social members. 

On the playing front we have welcomed Craig Aukett, Alex Barnetson, Peter 

Searle and Harry Small to the club. The figure for Juniors includes both those 

playing in the League and those within Tim’s coaching regime. We have also 

seen a small increase to the number of U3A’s and this has been reflected in the 

weekly sessions. 

Our social committee have been augmented by the arrival of Laura Wright and, 

with their help, we enjoyed our annual Awards night including a meal that 

arrived on time (sorry Dennis!) and a testing quiz organised by Josh. The 

annual awards went to:- 

Junior Player of the Year – Harry Sawford 

Player of the Year – Jim Nariel and David Chenery 

Clubman of the Year – modesty forbids! 



We sent another team to do battle at the League’s annual Quiz night and they 

finished in a respectable 2nd place. 

More recently we have had the pre and post Christmas get togethers, so well 

done to all the Committee for their efforts.  

If anyone has any ideas for future social events then please pass them on to 

the Committee for consideration. 

 

HTTC Annual Championships 

Another excellent tournament run as well as ever by Josh and, in the end, only 

slightly blighted by the availability problems in the doubles. There will be 

changes next year! Finals night kicked off with Harry Sawford winning the 

Junior Plate Singles title against Josh Jones in straight sets, and then old rivals 

Justin Jeffery and Matt Stringer met in the Junior Final which saw Justin come 

out on top 3-1. 

The pace dropped a little bit in the final of the Social Cup which saw our first 

ever champion Barbara Boshell have to fight hard to overcome first time 

finalist Alwine Jarvis, three sets to one. An entertaining final this and I have a 

feeling we shall be seeing more of Alwine in this event in the future. 

Despite the problems in the doubles, the final was another enjoyable 

encounter with the Emperor Pang teaming up with doubles specialist Ron 

Rogerson to beat Keith Abbott and young Liam Adshead in another 3-1 victory.  

It was a good performance by the runners up to take a set off the hot 

favourites for the title. 

The most exciting games of the evening were saved for the last two finals. In 

the Singles Plate, Martin Scarfe decided to give ‘Tubby’ Henlen a two set start 

but then started playing and came back to win 11-7, 11-9, 11-7 in the last three 

sets. Both players were appearing in a final for the first time. 

The last final, the Singles Cup, again went to five with Justin Jeffrey out of the 

blocks quickly winning the first two sets 11-2 11-5 and threatening to run away 

with the title against Liam Squirrell. Liam, to his credit however, won the 



crucial third 12-10 and then took the fourth 11-9 to take it to the decider. 

Another Scarfe-like comeback was not on the cards however, as Justin 

regained his composure and, in the end, ran out a comfortable winner 11-4. 

Two titles for this young man then for his first time in the competition – not 

bad! 

 

Looking from the Bottom Up 

By Andrew Strutt 

The last time I wrote my section for What – with my Back? I was reflecting on a 

season of frustration as injury curtailed what was looking like a promising 

season personally. Sadly that could be the way things are going again. 

Yet more problems with my toe mean that I won’t be featuring in any matches 

for the next few weeks and also explains my absence from Thursday night 

practice (I’m sure that you are all missing me greatly). 

Despite all this, I have thoroughly enjoyed being captain so far this season and 

am delighted with how the E team are progressing. In the last three seasons 

they have failed to finish higher than 9th and have a record points total of 81 

points. At the midway point we sit in 7th and already have 60 points so far, 

meaning if we replicate that in the second half of the season then we can 

break the 100 point barrier and achieve new records for the side! 

Thank you to all my players for your accomplishments so far, let’s hope 2017 is 

just as successful as we continue looking from the bottom up. 

 

Joke Break 

My wife Mary and I have been married for forty-seven years and not once have 

we had an argument serious enough to consider divorce; murder, yes, but 

divorce, never.  

 

 



Looking to the Future 

Hockley TTC is a successful club. It has been increasing in size and achieving 

more success every year since inception. However, we have had to look to the 

future so far as our venue is concerned as we cannot presume that the school 

will be happy to let the hall to us ad infinitum, or, if we continue to grow as we 

have been, that the school will be big enough for our requirements. 

With that in mind most of you will be aware that we formed a Premises 

Committee to look into the probabilities/possibilities of moving to a new 

venue, either owned or let, and within, or as close to Hockley, as is possible. 

Under Jim Nariel’s Chairmanship they have already been active in exploring the 

practicalities of moving, funding requirements, and possible venues. This will 

not be a quick process and rest assured we are not under any pressure from 

the school to move, but we should be prepared for any eventuality and must 

always consider what is best for the Club and its members. We will continue to 

keep you advised of developments. 

Similarly, with one eye on the future, the Committee have been considering 

their own position bearing in mind, apart from the departure of Ann Willis, 

there has been no change in the line up since 2013. 

Most of you will be aware that the opportunity to change the Committee 

presents itself every year at the AGM when potential members can put 

themselves forward but that has not happened other than this year. Whilst 

that reflects well on the existing Committee, and suggests everyone is happy 

with the job we are doing, we should always be aware that different people 

have different ideas which could be of even more benefit to the Club. With 

that in mind we discussed, at our last Committee meeting, the merits of 

changing the existing constitution to bring in a fixed term of service for 

Committee members. For example, Chairman 4 years, Treasurer 3 years, 

Secretary 2 years and Committee member 1 year. This would ensure a regular 

influx of new people onto the Committee and hopefully be of more benefit to 

the Club. 

All this is merely discussion at the moment and will depend on what you, the 

members, want to do but we have agreed as a Committee to bring it to the 



agenda for next year’s AGM so it can be discussed in full. You have plenty of 

time therefore to think what will be the best way forward and, if there are any 

members who would welcome the opportunity of joining the Committee, this 

could be your time! 

 

Poetry Corner 

Occasionally items get left in the hall and I recently found a pair of jogging 

bottoms. Having contacted everyone by e-mail under the heading ‘Donald 

where’s your troosers?’ This was the reply I received. 

Played all night rather poorly 

So thought I’d leave a little early 

Grabbed my bat went round the houses 

But blow me down forgot my trousers 

Saw the e-mail then felt fine 

So tell them all them pants are mine! 

Donald 

Can you identify our Poet Laureate? And who is the famous poet below? Can 

you do better? Answers on a postcard please.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you want to take your game to another level? 

Do you want to scale new heights? 

Do you want to put your opponents to flight? 

Well you can! 

Order David Chenery’s new non-stick inverted double pimple Demon Anti Spin 

bat now, 

and you’ll soon be making a monkey out of the opposition! 


